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Star-forming regions have been proposed as potential Galactic cosmic-ray accelerators for decades.
Cosmic ray acceleration can be probed through observations of gamma-rays produced in inelastic
proton-proton collisions, at GeV and TeV energies. We analyze more than 11 years of Fermi-LAT
data from the direction of Westerlund 2, one of the most massive and best-studied star-forming
regions in our Galaxy. The spectral and morphological characteristics of the LAT source agree
with the ones in the TeV regime (HESS J1023-575), allowing the description of the gamma-ray
source from a few hundreds of MeV to a few tens of TeVs. We will present the results and discuss
the implications of the identification with the stellar cluster and the radiation mechanism involved.
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1. Introduction

The potential of massive star clusters to accelerate Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) to very-high
energies (VHE, E > 100 GeV) has been recognized since the 1980s [1–3]. Several hypotheses
have been proposed for acceleration sites to very high energies in star-forming regions (SFRs),
either in the vicinity of OB and WR stars, or at the interaction of their fast winds with supernova
(SN) shocks, or in so-called super-bubbles. The presence of cosmic rays (CRs) can be inferred
through gamma-ray observations (above a few hundreds of MeV), by looking at the by-product of
inelastic proton-proton collisions. The spectral energy distribution (SED) from hadronic-originated
gamma-ray sources is characterized by a sharp rise in the ∼70–200 MeV range (resulting from the
neutral pion threshold production energy), followed by a hard emission up to the maximum energy.
Competing gamma-ray processes related to leptonic emission should have different imprints on the
spectral shape, showing a (in many occasions broad) peak in the hundreds of GeV range. Therefore,
sampling the spectrum from a few hundreds of MeV to tens of TeV should result in a strong
indication of the origin of the observed radiation.

We investigated the spectral and morphological characteristics of the Fermi-LAT source
FGES J1023.3–5747, which is spatially in agreement with one of the most massive and well-studied
SFRs in our Galaxy: Westerlund 2 [4]. The cluster, which contains an extraordinary ensemble of
hot and massive OB stars [5], has been previously associated with an extended TeV source (∼0.2o)
known as HESS J1023-575 [6, 7]. However, a bright GeV pulsar, dubbed PSR J1023–5746, was
also found in the vicinity of the TeV source, 8 arcmin away from the cluster. Given the efficiency of
PWNe to produce gamma-ray in the TeV regime [8], a possible identification of the extended GeV
and TeV emission with the PWN powered by the pulsar has been also suggested [9, 10].

The detailed analysis of 11 years of Fermi-LAT, using updated ephemeris to gate off the
gamma-ray emission from the pulsar, allows the investigation of the spectral shape in the 200 MeV
to 100 GeV energy range, as well as the morphology of the GeV source. The combined results
provide new hints on the origin of the GeV and TeV emission and its connection with Westerlund 2.

2. Results

To investigate the characteristics of the gamma-ray emission, we used Fermi-LAT (P8R3,
[11, 12]) data spanning from 2008 August 4 to 2019 April 24 (or 239557417 - 577782027 seconds
in Fermi Mission Elapsed Time), in the energy range from 200MeV to 500GeV. We retrieved the
data from a region of interest (ROI) defined by a radius of 20o around the position of PSR J1023–
5746 (RA= 155.76o, DEC = -57.77o, [13]). The events were selected with a minimum energy of
200MeV, to avoid events poorly reconstructed due to the large angular resolution and the large
crowding of sources in the region. The analysis of the LAT data described above was performed by
means of the fermipy python package (version 0.18.0), based on the Fermi Science Tools [14].
More details on the analysis are described in [4].

2.1 Pulsar gating-off

We performed a timing analysis to gate the pulsed emission, using the pulsar analysis package
TEMPO2 [15]. To obtain the phase curve of PSR J1023–5746, we assigned the corresponding
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Figure 1: Phase curve of PSR J1023.1-5745 obtained at different energies in a region of 0.6o around the
pulsar position (normalized by the height of P2) with the different components of the phase curve noted. The
horizontal blue line corresponds to the expected contribution in the phase curve of background sources (i.e.,
all the sources in the field of view except for FGES J1023.3–5747 and PSR J1023–5746). The light curve
was obtained in three intervals of energy (from top to bottom): from 200MeV to 700MeV, from 700MeV to
3GeV, and above 3GeV.

phases to the gamma-ray events localized in a region of 0.6o of radius around the pulsar position
(RA = 155.76o, DEC = -57.77o), using the updated ephemeris of PSR J1023–5746 at epoch 55635
MJD. The phaseogram is shown in Fig. 1. Applying the Bayesian Blocks method [16], we derived
different components of the light curve, defined as ON, OFF, and Bridge emission. We computed
the contribution to the phase curve of each of the sources in the model with the Fermi tool gtsrcprob,
which assigns to every event the probability of belonging to each source of the model. The second
peak dominates the light-curve in the three intervals of energy shown in Fig. 1. The number of
events in the Bridge component is ∼ 10 per cent larger than the one expected from the off-peak
statistics. It should be noted that both the Bridge and off-peak regions are dominated by the Galactic
diffuse emission (which results in a similar number of count for both components). This introduces
important systematic errors, especially in the lower energies, when investigating the gamma-ray
emission associated to FGES J1023.3–5747 (see below).

To investigate the emission associated with the extended source FGES J1023.3–5747, we disre-
gard events outside the off-peak interval (from 0.58 to 1 in phase), minimizing so the contamination
from PSR J1023–5746.

2.2 The extended source FGES J1023.3–5747

The spectral-morphological analysis of FGES J1023.3–5747 in the off-peak region results on
a significance of (

√
)( ≈ 14). The source spatial component is best described by a symmetric 2D

Gaussian model centred at RA= 155.93o ± 0.03o and DEC = -57.79o ± 0.03o, with an extension, in
a 68 per cent containment radius, of A68 = 0.24o ± 0.03o (i.e., an intrinsic size of f = 0.16 ± 0.02).
This values are in very good agreement with the one measured by H.E.S.S. on the TeV source
HESS J1023-575, with an extension of fTeV = 0.18 ± 0.02 and located 3.3 ± 1.4 arcmin away
[6, 7]. The spectral energy distribution is well described by a power-law function, normalised to 17
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Figure 2: Left: Spectral energy distribution of PSR J1023–5746 derived from the on-peak (in red) theBridge
(in blue), and off-peak region (in black). Right: Best-fitting models for FGES J1023.3–5747 spectrum in
the pion decay (solid line) and PWN (dashed line) hypotheses (see [4] for details on the modeling). The
red points correspond to the Fermi-LAT data analysis (with only statistical errors), and the purple ones to
H.E.S.S. [7]. The upper limit in the X-ray domain is obtained from [17].

GeV flux of #0 = (1.02 ± 0.14BC0C ± 0.16BHB) × 10−14 cm−2s−1MeV−1sr−1, and spectral index Γ =
2.05 ± 0.06BC0C ± 0.33BHB.

2.3 Systematic studies

Given the extension and flux level of FGES J1023.3–5747 a large contamination of the over-
whelming diffuseGalactic emission is expected. To assess its contribution, we compare the expected
gamma-ray emission in a region of the size of FGES J1023.3–5747, with the spectra derived from
the pulsar in the ON-peak and Bridge region, and the extended source underlying (OFF-region).
The results are shown in Fig. 2, with the ON-peak and Bridge in red and blue respectively, the LAT
emission associated to HESS J1023-575 in black (OFF-peak), and the Galactic diffuse emission in
green. The energy intervals labeled as B1, B2, and B3 correspond to the energy ranges in Fig.1.
The stability of the results was investigated by looking at the ratio between the integral flux of each
component and the expected contribution of the diffuse galactic emission, in each of the light-curve
regions. These ratios are shown in Tab.1.

Table 1: Flux ratio of the different components with respect to the Galactic diffuse emission

Energy range On-Peak Bridge Off-Peak
PSR J1023-5746 FGES J1023.3–5747 PSR J1023-5746 FGES J1023.3–5747 PSR J1023-5746 FGES J1023.3–5747

B1 1.94+0.27
−0.25 0.27+0.2−0.11 0.33+0.14

−0.1 0.18+0.15
−0.08 – 0.11±0.03

B2 1.98+0.21
−0.19 0.22+0.11

−0.07 0.38±0.09 0.15+0.09
−0.05 – 0.1±0.02

B3 1.28+0.28
−0.23 0.36+0.10

−0.09 0.3+0.14
−0.12 0.28+0.08

−0.07 – 0.21+0.04
−0.03

The integrated flux of FGES J1023.3–5747 is compatible (at 95% CL) between components
(within each energy range). The statistical error increases, as expected, in the On-peak and Bridge
region, due the contamination of the pulsar. The integral flux from the Galactic diffuse emission,
given an energy interval, remains constant for the different components, pointing to a good estimation
of the spectrum, even if the emission is dominated by the diffuse emission in the Off and Bridge
regions.

To further investigate the systematic uncertainties on the spectral, we artificially modify the
normalization of the diffuse Galactic model by ±6 per cent with respect to the best-fitted value
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[18, 19]. Additionally, systematic uncertainties due to the LAT effective area are computed with the
bracketing Aeff method1. The errors were added quadratically to the statistical ones and displayed
in the spectrum in Fig. 2.

3. Westerlund 2 as a power house of FGES J1023.3–5747

The matching morphology and smooth spectral connection between the LAT and H.E.S.S.
sources allow us to firmly identify FGES J1023.3–5747 as the GeV counterpart of HESS J1023-
575. The lack of energy-dependent morphology, expected in a leptonic scenario with continuous
injection of particles (as in a PWN), and the extension of the hard spectrum into a few hundreds of
MeV, can be explained naturally in a hadronic scenario. In such scenario, energetic CRs interact
with molecular material in the region, originating the observed gamma-ray spectrum. To constrain
the proton population that powers the gamma-ray source we model the 200MeV to 20 TeV emission
using the naima package (version 0.8.4, [20]). To calculate the SED, we used a distance of 5
kpc. The molecular content in the region has been deeply investigated by several authors [21, 22]
using millimeter wave CO spectroscopy. Several massive molecular clouds were found within the
surrounding of Westerlund 2. The total mass is estimated to be between (1.7 − 7.5) × 105"�.
We used a particle distribution described by a particle index B and an amplitude #?, up to an
energy cut-off Ecutoff . The corresponding gamma-ray emission due to pion decay radiation is
calculated and compared to the experimental data. The best-fitting model for the joint Fermi-LAT
and H.E.S.S. data corresponds to an exponential cut-off power-law proton spectrum with cut-off
energy Ecutoff = 93± 8 TeV, and a particle index of B = 2.09± 0.01, referenced to 1 TeV, see Fig. 2).
For a distance of 5 kpc, the total energy in protons estimated above 1.22GeV (the threshold kinetic
energy for pion production in pp interactions) is ,p = (1.3 − 5.9) × 1048 erg, for densities of n =
(7.5 - 1.7)×105 M�/+24?2 , as derived by [22] and [21], respectively. We estimated a lower limit for
the cut-off energy on the proton spectrum of ≈ 37 TeV (at 95% CL), by comparing the maximum
likelihoods of the data obtained for the exponential cutoff power-law and power-law models with
the likelihood-ratio test.

The total energy in protons (above 1.22GeV) can be compared with the total mechanical power
of the stellar winds in theWesterlund 2 cluster: Wtot = 5 !0)0, which results in a modest acceleration
efficiency of 5 = 10−4 (10−6 / 5 × 10−3), for the well known age ()0 = 2 × 106 yr), a distance of
5 kpc (2 kpc / 8 kpc) and the available energy budget in the form of kinetic energy of stellar winds
(!0 = 2 × 1038 erg s−1).

Even if energetically possible, the uncertainties on the distance of the cluster and the lack of
a clear cloud/gamma-ray morphological match, makes the association unclear. Nevertheless, if
assuming that the size observed at the GeV and TeV energies corresponds to the propagation depth
of CRs injected by either the cluster or some accelerator within it, the resulting diffusion coefficient
obtained from 'W ∼ 24 (3/5kpc) pc, would be of the order of � ∼ 3 × 1025cm2s−1 (or (0.4 -
6)×1025cm2s−1 for 2 and 8 kpc respectively), which is in tension with the value of the diffusion
coefficient at these energies in the Bohm regime [23]. That points to a certain CR halo around
Westerlund 2, beyond the size traced by LAT and H.E.S.S., that could, in principle, extend up to

1https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/Aeff_Systematics.html
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a few tens of parsecs. However, the uncertainty on the distance to Westerlund 2 prevents deriving
firm conclusions. More precise estimations of the distance to the cluster, foreseen with Gaia DR3
[24] (and therefore of the real gamma-ray size), would provide constraining limits on the diffusion
of CRs around the source, for a range of acceleration efficiency 5 .

4. Conclusions

The reanalysis of the large LAT dataset presented in [4] results in a clear identification of the
extended source FGES J1023.3–5747 with the TeV source HESS J1023-575. The matching spectral
and morphological agreement, with no signs of cooling features in the size of the source, points
to a common origin of the radiation. The combination of the two results obtained, that is, the
extended source beyond the cluster size and in a good agreement with the TeV radiation, and the
hard spectrum that continues towards low energies, constitutes evidence of the hadronic nature of
the gamma-ray emission detected using Fermi-LAT and H.E.S.S. data. Deeper observations with
H.E.S.S. or with sensitive TeV instruments in the South such as CTA [25] in the future should
provide a definitive answer to the PeVatron nature of HESS J1023-575 and its connection with the
stellar cluster Westerlund 2.
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